Every major economic crisis of human productivity is also a social reoccurrence of resembling historical events as a psychopathological and political déjà vu, leading to extreme income inequality, radical societal conflict, public revolution and imperial inter-state war; the reason for the social disillusionment of the 7 billion people agenda among all existing political systems, including the small number of liberal democracies, is the not to well-known or ignored fact that Furthermore, it is an empirical fact that most scientifically collected and academically administered knowledge bodies about economic life cycles are directed at the productive maximization of property via credit and interest, especially instructing about how to operate profitably in the market of a national polity. At least ¾ of the professional literature is dealing with this kind of economic inquiry. As stated before, the methodical tools are mainly based on a mathematical hermeneutics that implies strong a posteriori power and condenses big data better than linguistic word chains, but a lot of the lacking foresight is caused by this naïve belief in numeric modeling. Although the yuppies of the City preferred the Porsche 911 since 1995, it is not reasonable to assume a numerological connection to the terror of 9/11; however, the timing of this uncivilized murder act is more frightening the author today than at the actual moment, because of the analyzed criminal sophistication perceived in the retro perspective analysis of the (global) financial data series.
Unfortunately, the economics and management professions have still not arrived at a truly scientific theory and method to integrate the many scattered practical knowledge pieces; this can only be done via a scientific learning process where What makes this economic scenario even worse is the fact that about 70% of the empty emissions are fiat credits for real estate, being propelled by land value speculation in urban centers, i.e. an eminent mass of future productive capital is directed at a piece of land and housing. Under these financial conditions, the economic production cycle is shortened and a temporal acceleration to point zero is foreseeable. Only a new politics of money can amend this systemic error and methodical mischief as all human needs are reduced or simplified into the need for money as production and distribution mechanism. Thus we propose some kind of optimal (narrow) reserve banking system for the future, to channel a maximal capital ratio into real economic investment for private entrepreneurship and public infrastructure. The author has the powerful metaphor in mind, of a triangular formation body of birds, where the strongest fly in front and create the waves that carry those behind who are weaker or tired; another natural metaphor is stork thermic: even the carnivore stork knows how to use the thermodynamic waves where every organism can realize his full potential and where great group co-operation is of more evolutionary benefit than un-natural over-competition.
